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3 Things About Cyberspace You Should
CONSTANTLY Remind Your Kids About
All parents need to closely monitor their kids’
social media profiles as well as their use of
tablets, phones and devices. It’s no secret that
sexual predators lurk online, looking for their
next victim. While what you tell your kids should
be age-appropriate, here’s a list of things you
ought to KEEP reminding them.

As for your older kids, you might remind them
that schools and employers use social media to
review you, so make sure what you post is what
you’d want them to see.

1. Everything you do online is public. If you
wouldn’t do or say it standing in the middle of
your classroom with everyone present, don’t do
it online.

At the start of your day, compose and send
yourself an e-mail. This e-mail includes a list of
tasks or goals you want to accomplish by the
end of the day. As you get to work, review this
e-mail then set the message to “snooze” until
later in the day. In Gmail, snooze is the clock
symbol on the right-hand side that appears
when you hover over an e-mail.
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2. There is NO delete button.
Removing comments and photos is
like trying to take pee out of a pool.
3. Trust NO ONE online. Really bad,
ugly, nasty people are online looking
to fool you.

THE ONE THING YOU SHOULD DO EVERY
DAY TO BE MORE PRODUCTIVE

Sending yourself a message is a great way to
keep daily goals top of mind. Plus, writing down
your daily tasks and goals helps you prioritize

what needs to be done. When you tackle
prioritized tasks, you work more efficiently.
Then, when you have the e-mail in front of you
at the end of the day, you can review what
you’ve accomplished (or what still needs work),
and you can celebrate the growth you made
that day. Inc.com, 5/21/2019
TOP TIPS TO PROTECT YOUR REMOTE
EMPLOYEES FROM CYBERTHREATS
Don’t Use Unsecured Public WiFi
Unsecured public WiFi is everywhere:
at cafés, airports, hotels and more. But
these networks lack security, and
it’s easy for a hacker to snoop on
your data. Hackers can even spoof
unsecured WiFi networks and walk away
with all the data they want with no one the
Continued on page 3
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The book details her journey,
and she shares her formula
for success, one anyone can
apply to their own life. Perell covers her
five traits of execution: vision, passion,
action, resilience and relationships.
These five traits lay the foundation for
executing your plan for future success in
business and in life.
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4 BIG Mistakes You’re Making By
Being Cheap With Technology
Technology is more affordable and accessible
than it’s ever been. Whatever you need is only
a few clicks away, whether it’s a product or a
service.
But there are still many small businesses that
cheap out on their technology and IT solutions.
They just don’t want to commit to quality
hardware, software, security or backups – the
list goes on. They go for the cheapest solutions,
which often means they spend nothing at all.
They don’t commit to reliable security or current
software. They’re setting themselves, and their
customers, up for disaster.
The question is, are you setting your own
business up for disaster? Here are four HUGE
mistakes you should do everything to avoid.

MISTAKE #1: You aren’t backing up data. As
convenient as it is to have all of your business’s
information in one place, such as a single
local server or even a desktop PC, you’re
toast if anything happens to that hardware.
For one, if you’re lacking in IT security, you’re
making a cybercriminal’s job easier. And two,
if that hardware fails (as hardware eventually
does; there’s no way around this), you’re left
scrambling to recover that data and hoping it’s
still accessible.
You should never risk your business like this,
considering how easy it is to back up your
business’s data. You can back up data on-site,
get a cloud-based service or you can do both.
The point is, you need to back up everything so
you’re ready should anything go wrong.
Continued on page 2
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Once you have a solution, you can customize how
your data is backed up. Do you need to back up
data every day? Once a week? Once a month?
It’s up to you. Here’s another thing to remember:
your backup system isn’t “set it and forget it.” You
need to check on it regularly and keep it updated
to ensure your data is safe and ready to go should
you need it.
MISTAKE #2: You aren’t keeping up with the
times. Speaking of keeping things updated, you
should always update your software. Developers
are constantly fixing bugs, patching software and
improving usability. Skipping updates can leave
you vulnerable.
Earlier this year, Cisco’s Series 1001-X router
was found to have a fatal flaw that opened it up
to hackers. This flaw potentially gave hackers
network access – and access to connected
devices. This isn’t the first router to have this kind
of flaw and it won’t be the last. Cisco pushed out
an update to fix the flaw, but the update is useless
if you don’t install it.
Updates don’t just apply to software; they apply
to hardware as well. When you’re running old
hardware, that hardware is more likely to fail. It’s
already been put through its paces. Over time,
hardware performance degrades. Plus, the older
your hardware is, the less compatible it is with
current software. You don’t have to invest in new

hardware every year or two, but keeping up with
the times keeps you on top of your game.
MISTAKE #3: You don’t train your team. While
most businesses hire people who understand
certain software products, you can’t assume
they know everything about that software. Your
business might use a certain CRM application in a
very specific way. Proper training on your systems
ensures everyone is on the same page – and
that they are using the software to its (and their)
greatest potential.
More than software training, your team also needs
to be trained up on IT security. They need to know
the risks and how to keep your business’s data
secure. Never assume your team knows about the
latest threats to small business – or that they even
understand the basics of safe web browsing.
While you need to have IT security in place
and protecting your network, servers, PCs
and so on, you need to make sure your team
understands that security and the threats that
are out there. Your team should also be aware
of the consequences if any data becomes
compromised.
MISTAKE #4: You skip data security. Data
breaches happen every day, and most of them
go unreported. You only hear about the biggest
breaches on TV or online. While major companies

FREE Report: The 7 Most Critical IT Security
Protections Every Business Must Have In Place Now To
Protect Themselves From Cybercrime,
Data Breaches And Hacker Attacks

like Target or Facebook can more easily recover
from a data breach (as they have a lot of money
to throw at the problem), most small
businesses can’t.
If you’re lacking in IT security, you’re putting
sensitive data at risk. This is proprietary business
data as well as the personal and financial
records of your customers. It can mean the end
of your business if credit card numbers, names,
addresses or phone numbers fall into the
wrong hands.
Customers will no longer trust you. Your own
employees likely won’t trust you either, especially
if their personal data is on the line, not to mention
their reputation. When you skimp on IT security,
you’re about one step away from handing hackers
and cybercriminals all the data you should be
keeping under digital lock and key. When you
invest in a solid IT security and work with experts
who understand today’s security landscape, these
are things you don’t have to worry about.
The bottom line is this: if you don’t invest in your
business’s technology and IT solutions today,
you will pay for it tomorrow. You’ll be dealing with
upset customers if you get hacked, and you may
end up closing your doors, temporarily or perhaps
even permanently, as you attempt to recover lost
data. Don’t make these mistakes because you
wanted to save money.

Cartoon Of
The Month

Eighty-two thousand NEW malware threats are
being released every day, and businesses (and
their bank accounts) are the No. 1 target. To
make matters worse, a data breach exposing
client or patient information can quickly
escalate into serious damage to reputation,
fines, civil lawsuits and costly litigation. If you
want to have any hope of avoiding a cyberattack, you MUST read this report and act on
the information we’re providing.
Claim your FREE copy today at
www.servicesolutions.us/cybercrime
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wiser. Avoid them. Stick to secure networks
you can verify as trustworthy.
Don’t Keep Your Cyber Security “Best
Practices” To Yourself
You may have your best practices, but do your
remote employees know? Keep EVERYONE
on your team educated and on the same page.
When you have training, bring in your remote
employees, or conference them in, so they get
the same training. Send out regular updates
about the latest cyber security threats and
scams.
Don’t Forget About Endpoint Security
Make sure your remote employees are utilizing
IT security solutions on their ends, such as
antivirus software, malware scanners, network
firewalls and even a VPN for when they need
to access unfamiliar networks. They should
also be keeping their software updated with the
latest available patches. Inc.com, 2/12/2019

Employee Burnout Is
A Workplace Threat
Not To Be Ignored
When employees are stressed to the point
of burnout, something may be wrong within
your company. Whether it’s affecting a
single employee or a whole team, constant
workplace stress makes it next to impossible
to retain employees. While daily stress is
normal, constant daily stress isn’t and
shouldn’t be.
The World Health Organization
recently updated the definition of
“burnout,” officially recognizing it as a
public health concern. While they don’t
label it as a medical condition, they do
call it an “occupational phenomenon”
as a result of “chronic workplace
stress that has not been successfully
managed.”
Chronic workplace stress takes a
serious toll on the health of everyone
it impacts. It’s physically, mentally and
emotionally destructive. It’s important
to tackle it head-on for the sake of
your employees, current and future.
Forbes.com, 6/10/2019

Leading Like
A Business Coach
When I meet with a team for a coaching session, I often find that everyone looks to me for all the
answers. While I am there to help them get their priorities together and align their business and
company culture, I’m NOT there to hold their hand through every decision that needs to be made.
That’s where the team leaders come in.
I look at my job as the “teach a man to fish” principle: I teach them how to think like I do so they
can continue to have insightful and productive conversations when I’m not there. I want the leaders
in my member companies to leave coaching sessions feeling comfortable about pushing their
employees to be better, like I push them in the session. That is the ultimate measure of success for
any business coach.
Here are a few key characteristics of a business coach that all leaders can and should adopt.

LISTENING
Hearing is the physical act of sound going
into your ears, but listening is comprehending
those sounds. The only way I can help people
and groups improve is by knowing what works
well and what their pain points are. They may
not always say things you want to hear, but it’s
important that you not only hear them but truly
listen. Don’t immediately start problem-solving
your way out of the conversation or you’ll miss
what’s truly important.

LOOKING FOR WEAKNESSES
As leaders, we sometimes want to ignore
weaknesses and problems because, frankly, it
can be tough to admit they exist. You may hold
some or all responsibility for them. But that’s
how a leader can push his or her company
forward – by taking a high-level view and
objectively finding the areas that need to be
improved.

FINDING SOLUTIONS
After pinpointing shortcomings, figure out how
to repair and strengthen them. It’s not enough
to acknowledge them; you also need to find
solutions. Push your company or leadership

team to sit down and brainstorm together. It’s
the best way to get everyone talking and to get
others’ perspectives on what will best address
each issue. These sessions should be a regular
part of the business’s proceedings, not just
when I’m there coaching.

LEARNING CONTINUOUSLY
It’s helpful to know what leaders are doing in
other companies. Read books and articles
to see how others have improved their
companies. Their solutions may work for you
too, or they may spawn a brand-new idea you
can implement. Even business coaches don’t
have all the answers, so take advantage of the
world of resources at your fingertips to find a
way around any roadblocks.
Leaders should never stop pushing and
growing. That mentality will transfer to your
team – after all, they are the ones who help
keep your business going. Think, “What would
Andy do?” and apply these principles in all
meetings and company get-togethers, not just
quarterly planning meetings. That’s how the
student can become the master.`

As the founder of Petra Coach, Andy Bailey can cut through organizational BS faster than
a hot knife through butter, showing organizations the logjams thwarting their success,
and coaching them past the excuses we all use to avoid doing what needs to be done.
Andy learned how to build great organizations by building a great business, which he
started in college. It then grew into an Inc. 500 multimillion-dollar national company that he
successfully sold and exited.
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